
TRM High Security 
Maximo Cloud
TRM offers the ideal cloud solution for 
Government Agencies, Federal Contractors, 
Critical Infrastructure Providers and Regulated 
Industries

Complexity is Our 
Specialty

Designed by experts in 
Cybersecurity to conform with 
leading standards and the 
highest security requirements.

Remove the barriers to cloud 
adoption with TRM’s High 
Security Cloud.

Secure Environments with Proactive 
monitoring

High System Availability up to 99.999%

Customized patches, updates, upgrade 
intervals

Integrations and 3rd Party Add-ons 
Supported

Custom access and Admin control

Flexible Terms 
 Bring your own license + Hosting   

 Full SaaS Subscriptions available 

 Version flexibility - Maximo 7.6.1 or MAS 8x

Premium Support with Enhanced        
off-site backup and DR support

TRM understands 
your unique 
challenges and our 
flexible solutions 
can help.
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TRM HEADQUARTERS

5695 King Centre Drive |  Suite 200  |  Alexandria, VA 22315
P: 703.548.4285   |   www.trmnet.com  

It’s difficult to find a single company to help you improve your industrial maintenance performance and your EAM technology. At Total Resource 
Management, Inc. (TRM) we do both. Using best practices, coaching, and technology – based on IBM Maximo – we help you execute a comprehensive 

maintenance strategy so that the gaps between your people, processes, and technology are eliminated. Giving you better reliability and millions in savings.

Email us at sales@trmnet.com to request a quote.

Pilot MAS 8 with our Hosted Development Environment 

Your Data is Always Protected and Secure

FedRAMP Authorized Maximo SaaS
TRM Manages and Operates the FedRAMP Authorized Maximo SaaS Solution for IBM. 

In Support of the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMP) Cloud First Policy, 
FedRAMP (Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program) enables federal 
agencies to rapidly transition from old, legacy IT to secure and cost effective, cloud-
based IT.

The FedRAMP agency authorized Maximo SaaS offering is the ideal fit for organizations 
willing to accept and conform with the existing approved solution. The Authorization 
to Operate (ATO) receives an annual recertification from Third Party Audit Organization 
(3PAO) to ensure it conforms with the 35 NIST 800-53- security controls.

TRM High Security Cloud
Organizations that have unique requirements or complexity that the FedRAMP Maximo 
solution cannot support, can now consider TRM High Security Cloud.

TRM High Security Cloud complies with the NIST Cyber Security Framework, and 
provides the flexibility that many organizations that use Maximo require to meet 
the needs of their business and mission – when ISO 27001 certification alone is not 
adequate.

TRM’s High Security Cloud can be deployed to meet NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171/CMMC, 
and FISMA cyber security standards and regulations, and can also accommodate the 


